
Dear Parents, 
Welcome to Term 1 in the Junior School and a special welcome to our new students and families! It has been fantastic to 
see so much enthusiasm across the school. We are all looking forward to a terrific year! 

Dates for the diary 
 
Week Beginning Monday 26th Feb – Meet and Greet Week 
Week Beginning Monday 5th Mar – Meet and Greet Week 
Monday Mar 12 – Labour Day Holiday (school closure) 
Friday Mar 16 – School Photos 
Tuesday Mar 20 – Prep -to-Year2 Science Discovery Dome incursion 
Wednesday Mar 21 – Harmony Day 
Saturday Mar 24 – Moorabbin Fun Fair 11am – 4pm 
Thursday Mar 29 – Term 1 finishes at 2.30pm 

            

Prep Literacy 

During Readers Workshop lessons we are introducing a variety of reading strategies to help us read. While reading        

independently, with a partner or whole class we are learning how to decode words  using our phonics sounds, solving           

familiar sight-words and demonstrating our understanding of what we read by retelling the story. Support with these  

reading strategies at home will be beneficial for your child’s development – especially understanding the text. Some of our 

reading strategies this term include: visualising as we read (forming pictures in our mind of the character or place); making         

connections with the text by talking about our own  experiences; and searching for information in non-fiction texts.       

During Writers Workshop lessons we are learning about print: sentences are made up of words and words are made up of 

letters. We read and write in a left-to-right direction. We are writing about familiar topics and  learning that sentences 

need punctuation. We will be exploring poetry and writing some of our own, as well as looking at procedure texts such as 

simple recipes. Before writing, we will orally discuss our thoughts to help us with our writing ideas. 

 

Prep Maths 

This term in Maths we will be introduced to various mathematical topics. For Number, students will explore  whole-

number and counting. We will count to 10 (then 20) matching number names with numerals and  

quantities. We will be able to recognise small groups of collections without the need to count them. For Measurement 

and Geometry, students will investigate basic shapes, the language of location (such as near, far, above, below), and use 

objects to measure the lengths of objects. We will learn the days of the week and routines for the topic Time. 

For Statistics and Probability, students will look at collecting data to make a graph. To support your child’s learning at 

home, you can help them to practise counting fluently, matching objects to numbers and quickly recognising small groups 

of numbers (such as the dots on a dice); and talking about when events occur during the day (e.g. it is time to go to school, 

it is time to get your bag). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Grade 1/2 Literacy 

In Readers Workshop we have been establishing our classroom routines. Students have independently chosen books to 

read and are familiarising themselves with ‘just right’ books and places around the classrooms that best suit their ability to 

read without interruption. We have been practising the strategy of ‘visualising’ as we read– particularly the characters of 

the text, and the setting. As well as drawing what we visualise, we use ‘thinking stems’ such as ‘I see’, ‘I hear’,  and ‘I 

imagine’ to prompt us to describe our thinking with oral language. We will then activate our schema and make connections 

between books and our own experiences as this assists us when comprehending a text. Lastly, students will work on se-

quencing and summarising the information they read by remembering important facts and details, and retelling it in se-

quence in both fiction and non-fiction texts. 

 

This Term in Writers Workshop the Grade 1/2 students will be exploring the genres of poetry, recounts and  

procedures. Students will explicitly learn to identify the structure of a range of poems including acrostic poems,  

limericks, concrete poems and use literary devices such as alliteration, onomatopoeia and similes when writing their own 

poems. Students will explore the structure of a Recount text and its components including;  

orientation, a series of events in time order and evaluation. At the end of the term students will be exposed to a range of 

procedures and understand their different purposes. Grammar instruction will include; language  

features, word tense, noun and verb groups, adjectives, punctuation and text structure. Alongside explicitly teaching 

these writing genres, students will have the opportunity to write free-choice texts. At the beginning of a writing lesson, 

the teacher will model writing a text, incorporating imperative skills such as grammar features, creative language and   

editing. This year we have a focus on Phonics and Morphology: the study of words, how they are formed, and their       

relationship to other words in the same language. It analyses the structure of words and parts of words, such as stems, 

root words, prefixes, and suffixes and helps students to be exposed to a larger variety of    vocabulary and spelling rules.       

. 

Grade 1/2 Maths 

In Maths our learning focus for Number and Algebra in Term 1 will be: developing confidence with number  

sequences and skip counting; recognising, modelling, reading and writing numbers to practise place value; counting      

collections to solve addition algorithms; using strategies to solve subtraction algorithms; solving  

open-ended mathematics problems using known facts; problem solve by using strategies such as drawing  

diagrams, trial and error, working backwards, looking for patterns and estimation. 

Our learning focus for Measurement and Geometry  will be: reading and labelling time on digital and analogue clocks by 

observing the characteristics of different times; recognising, classifying and describing 2D and 3D shapes using geometric 

features such as ‘corners’, ‘faces’ and ‘edges’; measuring, ordering and comparing the mass of objects using equipment 

such as balance scales to determine the mass. 

 

 

 



Prep Inquiry and Sustainability 

In Prep this term, we have been involved in whole class, small group and individual activities about ourselves and our    

families. Through discussing our likes and dislikes we have been enjoying getting to know our new friends in our           

classrooms and the playground. During sustainability lessons we have been discussing what goes in the three different 

types of bins around our school. We have also been talking about healthy eating and “nude food” where we try to have 

less plastic in our lunchboxes.  

             

Year 1/2  Inquiry and Sustainability 

This term the Grade 1/2s began by setting up their classroom communities—learning about one another, the TERRIFIC  

values and the expectations as a student. We are learning to be responsible for own belongings as we now have our own 

pencil cases rather than shared resources.  

In Sustainability and Inquiry students will be learning about waste. We will look at where our rubbish ends up when it is 

placed in a compost bin, recycle bin or bin for landfill. We will discuss ways in which we can reduce our waste and ways to 

reuse items before they become waste.  

 

VISUAL ARTS TERM 1 

 
Welcome to Term 1. This term our Preps, grade 1 and 2 students will explore the elements of Art; line, shape, colour,   

texture and space to create art works inspired by the Art of Italy. Through discussion, exploration and activities students 

will develop the language of the Visual Arts and skills in drawing, mixed media, collage and painting whilst learning about 

the Venetian Carnival, Mosaics and Leonardo da Vinci. We have spare art smocks in the Art room and we will all try our 

best to keep clean.                                          

        Looking forward to the creativity. 

                                                                                  Maria Kakavoules. 
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P.E. 

The students will all be running, jumping, throwing, etc. in their scheduled PE lessons.  

The Grades 1 & 2’s will also be playing some games at the beginning of the term. Then we will introduce some               

Cricket skills and Minor games, then move onto Newcombe (a modified   

Volleyball game)  if time permits.  Remember to ensure your children have    

appropriate clothing and footwear for their allocated day of PE. Students 

who have  Asthma are to bring their puffers to every PE lesson.  

So l hope your children have had an active holiday as they will need all of 

their energy to keep up with the lessons!!! 

MRS KELLY 

 

 

Music 

Welcoming all Prep, Grade 1 and 2 students to the music room for a busy 2018! 

The music room is a busy place! A place where students will have lots of fun engaging in musical games to develop their confidence in 

singing and making music with the class as an ensemble and in turns. Students will learn call and response music games in which they 

will sing and move to the beat, play percussion instruments and explore the timbres of the ukulele and the xylophone. They will learn 

songs with actions and movement and especially begin to understand the concept of form within music, where different sections of 

music represent different movements, characters or instruments.  

Preps: This term will focus on learning about the instruments of the orchestra, which family they belong to and how they make sound. 

Students will use patterns of rhythm and lyrics to begin learn about the elements of music. 

1/2s: This term’s focus will be on learning about the musical elements of melody and rhythm: how to differentiate between them and 

how to play them. Our first song: The Yellow Submarine!  

There will be opportunities for performances within class at assemblies and of course in Term 3 - the annual school concert! This is 

always a very special event to prepare for and share with the school community. We love to learn songs from other cultures and have 

been learning ‘Savalivali means Go for a walk’ from Samoa and will perform this for you at an assembly soon! 

                                    Miss Howden   

                                       

 

    

 

 



Science 

Our little Scientists are beginning the year with ‘Earth and Earth Sciences’. They will study the Weather, why we 

have night and day, observe the Sun and Shadows and look into the Moon and Stars. To assist our understanding 

the Grade 1 & 2 students will be entering the Science Discovery Dome which is a portable planetarium and science 

education dome that uses a combination of immersive fulldome digital projections and fulldome movies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LOTE 

Greetings will be the main focus for term one in Prep level. Students will learn how to socialise with others using 

greetings such as hello, good morning and good afternoon. They will use different responses to     express their feel-

ing when greeted by others. Students will learn simple sentences to introduce their name, age and favourite friends. 

They will also learn Chinese numbers. Year 1s and 2s will start learning their first big story book – Xiaoji (Little Chick-

en). Through the big book, students will learn different gestures to help them improve their Mandarin skills. There 

will be lots of cultural activities implementing in our LOTE     Program. Students will experience     different Chinese 

festivals (Chinese New Year ect…),      traditional art (painting and       calligraphy) and performing art (Lion dance).  

The LOTE Program will use ICT Programs such as Languagenut, iMovie ect… to provide students a fun way to learn 

Chinese.  

    Mr Fang 

 

         

 

 

 

 


